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THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Visit us: www.costway.com
Follow CostwayPlease give us a chance to make it right and do better！

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP!

USER’S MANUAL
Mini  Scooter

TY326657
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Contact Us!
Do NOT return this item. 

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

E-mail
 US: cs.us@costway.com
 UK: cs.uk@costway.com

Before You StartBefore You Start
Please read all instructions carefully.

Retain instructions for future reference.

Seperate and count all parts and hardware.

Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the 

area in which they will be placed in use, to avoid moving the product 

unnecessarily once assembled.

Always place the product on a flat, steady and stable surface.

Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from 

babies and children as they potentially pose a serious choking hazard.
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Max. weight limit: 30 kg

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Read this manual carefully before first riding. Store it for possible future reference.
1.We recommend to wear protectors before each ride such as: helmet, protectors of knees and elbows, gloves (wrist 
protector). This equipment should minimalize risk of an injury, although it cannot eliminate it absolutely.
2.Wear shoes while riding (if possible solid shoes, no mules or heels etc.). Check your clothes, if it is not too loose before 
each riding. Also, check your shoelaces, if they are tied well. Check all accessories you have on (as a backpack), if they 
don’t decrease your safety. Make sure they cannot be caught by other issues. Don’t use a headphone or other devices, 
which reduce your hearing while riding.
3.Don’t use this device in darkness or in worsened visibility conditions.
4.Use this device only on a flat, smooth, clean and dry ground. Avoid potholes, stones, holes, gravel, sand, fallen leaves, 
wet places, puddles, channel covers, kerbs. Don’t use it in a rough terrain and avoid dirty places or sudden changes of 
surface quality. All mentioned facts can influence your riding. They can decrease wheel adherence, make turning more 
difficult and lengthen braking distance as well. They can so cause an injury or damage. Riding in unsuitable terrain can 
cause damage of components or their faster wearing.
5.Avoid unsafe places, where the controllability can be decreased. Avoid using on stairs, steep roads, hills and pavements. 
Don’t use it near swimming pools or wet places as well. 
6.Don’t use this device in traffic. Don’t violate local traffic rules or restrictions using this device.
7.Have respect to the pedestrians and don’t ride too close to them.
8.Never let any car, bicyclist, inline-skater or skateboarder drag you.
9.This device is intended for relaxing riding. Don’t use it for acrobatics and don’t drive aggressively. Don’t use it to jump 
over obstacles and don’t ride on unsuitable surface (pavement or field roads etc.).
10.Be sure not to violate limits, safety prescriptions or traffic rules while using this device.

CORRECT USING AND BRAKING
*Use this scooter carefully. You need to have sufficient skills to ride. Mainly you should know how to steer and keep 
balance with your body to avoid falls and injuries.
*Grasp the handlebars tightly with both hands. Reduce your speed when turning to avoid loss of balance.
*Decrease your speed before the total stop. When the scooter has been completely stopped put one foot on the ground .
*To decrease the speed, step on the ground. Don’t jump off the scooter while riding.
*Beginners should use this device only under supervision of any other adult, who helps them to keep balance.
*Try correct riding before first using to avoid damage or injury.

SAFE USING AND MAINTENANCE
1.Before each riding check that all screws, bearings, wheels and components are well tightened and that they are not 
damaged. Moreover, check the handlebars adjustment (steering system). You can start your driving only if all components 
fit well.
2.Before each using check the scooter surface for cracks and dents. If you find them, don’t use this device and replace 
worn components immediately. Don’t use this device, if you find some sharp edges on the frame.
3.Check your scooter regularly for wearing or damage. Only so it can comply with safety precautions. Proper maintenance 
can increase its safety. Never use damaged device.
4.Self-locking nuts and self-locking parts are generally susceptible to often tightening and releasing. Doing it you can 
decrease their effectiveness. Worn components must be replaced immediately. 
5.Don’t make any improper adjustment or improper maintenance. Follow instructions of this manual. 
6.Use only soapy water and soft cloth to clean this device. Don’t use solvents, dyes, glues or other aggressive agents. 
Don’t use rough materials. They could totally damage the scooter. Don’t use any abrasive. It could scratch the scooter 
surface.
7.Store it in a dry, dark and cold place. This place must be well ventilated, protected from direct sun shining and dust.
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!

Reward Points
Exclusive Customer Service
Personalized Recommendations
Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to 

all of our customers for taking time to assemble 

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.
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Your suggestions and comments for COSTWAY are really important to us! 
We sincerely solicit you to go back to our shop and leave a good rating in just a 
simple click. It would be quite encouraging if you could kindly do so like below:

February 24, 2019
Great products so far. Fast delivery, easy setup, and working without any issues. 

Great products so far

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich
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ASSEMBLY STEPS
*Spare part

1.Bicycle                             2.  Front  wheels            3.Handle                                          4.Tools          

*Assembly:


